We introduce quantum procedures for making G G-invariant the dynamics of an arbitrary quantum system S, where G G is a finite group acting on the space state of S. Several applications of this idea are discussed. In particular when S is a N-qubit quantum computer interacting with its environment and G G the symmetric group of qubit permutations, the resulting effective dynamics admits noiseless subspaces. Moreover it is shown that the recently introduced iterated-pulses schemes for reducing decoherence in quantum computers fit in this general framework. The noise-inducing component of the Hamiltonian is filtered out by the symmetrization procedure just due to its transformation properties. q
The importance of the notion of symmetry in w x quantum theory cannot be overestimated 1 . The associated state-space decomposition into dynamically invariant sectors is a highly desirable property in that it can strongly simplify the analysis of the system evolution. Suppose that on the state-space H H of a quantum system S acts a group G G via a representation r. In general the Hamiltonian H of S w Ž .x is not G G-invariant i.e., H, r G G / 0. The goal of this letter is to present a quantum procedure for generating an effective dynamics on H H ruled by añ operator H that is the G G-invariant component of H. It amounts to a sort of generalized Fourier transform Ž is which one discards all the non-zero i.e., non-. translation invariant components. We first discuss a 1 E-mail: zanardi@isiosf.isi.it procedure that involves frequently iterated measurements. The key idea is very simple: introducing an auxiliary space and resorting to the intrinsic parallelism of quantum dynamics one can simultaneously evolve all the group-rotated copies of an initial state. Then by repeated measurements one singles out the G G-invariant component of the dynamics. After discussing several applications to state preparation, decoherence avoidingrsuppression and constrained dynamics, we show that symmetrization can be achieved by purely unitary means and without additional space resources. This formulation will make apparent that the recently proposed schemes for decoherence conw x w x trol 2,3 in quantum computers 4 are nothing but special cases of this general group-theoretic idea. For the sake of clarity in this letter we will concentrate on physical examples mostly suggested by quantum computation. A deeper analysis of the algebraic This tell us that if one, in some way, were able tõ make the system evolving according H the interaction with the environment would be washed out.
InÕariant subspaces. Now we set the general framework and recall the relevant grouprrepresentaw x tion-theoretic notions 1 . The general situation can be abstractly defined in terms of the data Ž . Ž. H H, H, G G, r where i H H is a finite dimensional Ž . Ž Hilbert space, ii H an hermitian operator Hamilto-. Ž . In this letter we shall mainly focus on the sector corresponding to the identity irrep. This is the subspace spanned by the vectors in H H invariant under the action of G G:
It is easy to check that the operator Since in the following it will play the role of ancilla, we consider the so-called Group Algebra
Ä< :4 generated by an orthonormal basis g that is in a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of G G. The following two elements also will have a major role in this paper physical meaning of the entangling operator W r should be quite clear: it performs, conditionally on the group element encoded in the ancillary factor, the associated unitary rotations in computational space < : H H. Concerning 0 we observe that also the appearance of this vector is very natural in that the uniform superposition structure makes it the unique G G-invariant element of the group algebra.
With these two ingredients one can design a simple quantum algorithm for extracting the G G-in-< : < : variant component of c . Let c an arbitrary < : element of H H. Apply W to the initial state C s : r 0 < : < : c m 0 : 
Discarding the ancillary factor one gets the G G-in-< : variant component of c with probability of suc-5Ž . < :5
The procedure is illustrated by the following commutative diagram 
by switching on, for a suitable time, the two-qubit w Ž x y z .x Hamiltonians H s s P s s s : s ,s ,s .
The described procedure can be immediately extended to the general J th irrep of G G. The corre-
ter dimension of the J th irrep. Now one has to < : Next example shows how a simple group-theoretic structure is associated to any linear subspace. 
tors is then defined in the obvious way. Now we present a procedure for G G-symmetrizing unitary evolutions. This is the natural operator extension of the projectionrpreparation procedures discussed above and similarly it involves the group algebra as ancillary space and repeated measurements. < : Let c be an arbitrary element of H H. Ž .
< : < : < : I Apply W to the initial state C s : c m 0 :
Ž . Ž . V Iterate of I -IV M-times with M¨`.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Steps I -IV amount to the operation T r s : 
Ž .
w Summarizing the above procedure in the limit Mẍ induces, in the computational factor, an effective dynamics generated by the G G-invariant HamiltoniañŽ . H s p H . As argued above, H represents the optir mal G G-invariant approximation of H; from this point yi t H of view one can say that U s e is the natural t unitary symmetrization of U . One has to exploit a t w x w sort of quantum Zeno effect 7 repeatedly measur-< :x ing 0 in that in order to obtain an admissible quantum dynamics in the computational factor, evolution has to be symmetrized any infinitesimally small amount of time. For example the naively sym-
not allowed, in that it is not unitary. The symmetriza-. tion has to be 'exponentiated'. If in step IV projec-< : < : tion over 0 were replaced by projection over J followed by the application of the unitary extension < : ² < of 0 J , eventually one would obtain the effective To make this system S S -invariant one only needs to N consider the subgroup Z Z ; S S of cyclic permuta-
The latter example show that when H has some symmetry from the beginning one can achieve full G G-invariance by resorting to an ancillary space smaller than C G G. Here one just needs an ancilla that is exponentially smaller than C S S . This result can N be extended to the case in which H is G G
. where G G ; G G is a normal subgroup. To exemplify this situation let us consider a lattice Hamiltonian H over a regular polygon P P with N vertices. Suppose H to be invariant with respect to the group Z Z of N cyclic permutations of the sites of P P. To make H invariant under the full group D D of isometries of N Ž . P P just a two-dimensional ancilla one qubit is required. This stems from the fact that the coset space
The symmetrization procedure can be used for getting rid of unwanted terms in a system Hamiltonian. Let us suppose that H s H q H where H is This result can be in principle used for suppressing decoherence in a quantum computer. This issue is illustrated in the next two examples that deal respectively with N qubits and with an harmonic oscillator w x coupled with a dissipating environment 2,3 . The strict relation with the frequent pulse control w x w x of decoherence proposed in Refs. 2 and 3 should be clear. In fact this analogy allows to reformulate the whole symmetrization strategy by a procedure that does not resort to any ancilla and measurement.
< < Unitary symmetrization. Let r s r i s 1 . . . , G G i g i the group representatives. Consider a time interval
then apply the following sequence of transformations

N¨`N
Notice that here, for simplicity, we assumed that the unitaries r 's can be realized in a vanishingly small g amount of time in which the evolution induced by H is negligible. A detailed analysis of the physical requirements needed in order to achieve the limit Ž . w x 12 can be found, for specific cases, in Refs. 2,3 . This unitary realization of G G-symmetrization could be, from the point of view of feasibility, much better than the procedure based on iterated measurements. Indeed the latter implies extra space resources, the capability of carrying on unitary trans-Ž . formations the W 's that are possibly highly nonr trivial and iterated measurements. In these respects the first procedure resembles the Error Correction w x techniques 9 .
Our analysis sheds light on the structure underlying the decoherence-suppression strategies: the application of the symmetrization procedure can be viewed as an harmonic filter that selects out the decoherence-inducing part of the Hamiltonian in view of its representation-theoretic structure. This phenomenon is connected to the fact that, in the above examples, the symmetry content of a subspace is related to the number of 'elementary excitations' contained in it. Since the interaction Hamiltonian H describes the 1 exchange of such elementary objects, it couples different symmetry sectors, therefore it cannot belong to the set of G G-invariant operators.
The experimental realization of the scheme analysed in this letter is in general extremely demanding. Ž One should able to perform unitary operations and . measurements , each one requiring a time t , with a frequency n much greater than the one associated to the fastest time scale of the evolution generated by H. For instance in case 1 one must have t If these requirements are not exactly fulfilled one obtain a partial symmetrization for which, as far as the last examples are concerned, the noise is just reduced rather than eliminated. Moreover, for general G G and r the 'pulses' r 's will be quite difficult g to implement. Roughly speaking, this amounts to the capability of switching on the Hamiltonians h g that r in general will correspond to non-trivial collective interactions. On the other hand all the up-to-date proposals for maintaining coherence in a quantum computer are known to be quite challenging from the ( )point of view of implementation. Conceptually it is intriguing to realize that all these techniques have at their root a group-theoretic structure.
